Thirty Years of Adams v. Howerton: Changed Circumstances, DOMA, and a Vision of a DOMA-Free World

By Karel Raba*

INTRODUCTION

February 25, 1982, was a bittersweet day for gay rights activists. That Thursday, Wisconsin Governor Lee Dreyfus signed into law a bill prohibiting employment discrimination based on sexual orientation. Wisconsin became the first state to enact such a statute.

In bad news, the Ninth Circuit denied spousal status to a same-sex bi-national couple in Adams v. Howerton. By rationalizing the limitation of the term “marriage” to opposite-sex couples for purposes of federal immigration law, it served as both a predecessor to the Defense of Marriage Act (DOMA) and later as its justification. In light of recent attempts at invalidating DOMA, Adams must be well understood for it may become guiding precedent in the Ninth Circuit if DOMA is repealed without replacement.
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1 Adams v. Howerton, 673 F.2d 1036 (9th Cir. 1982), cert. denied, 458 U.S. 1111 (1982).
4 Turner, supra note 3, at 93.
5 Adams, 673 F.2d at 1043. The Ninth Circuit decided the case on February 25, 1982. Id.
Today’s validity of the Adams decision is best seen in the context of historical developments in the gay rights arena internationally as well as domestically. No country worldwide allowed same-sex unions when Adams was decided in 1982.\(^8\) Now, Argentina, Belgium, Canada, Denmark, Iceland, the Netherlands, Norway, Portugal, South Africa, Spain, and Sweden all grant full marriage rights to same-sex couples.\(^9\) Gay rights have also garnered greater attention domestically.\(^10\) Anti-discrimination laws similar to that pioneered by Wisconsin in 1982 had been embraced by another thirteen states and the District of Columbia by 2003.\(^11\) Connecticut, Iowa, Maine, Maryland, Massachusetts, New Hampshire, New York, Vermont, Washington, and the District of Columbia now extend marriage to same-sex couples and another nine states allow civil unions or registered partnerships.\(^12\) At the same time, however, a number

---
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of states have incorporated provisions similar to DOMA, so-called “mini-DOMAs,” into their own constitutions.\textsuperscript{13}

The divide between the states is akin to the tense and often back-and-forth position of the federal government on gay rights

\textsuperscript{13} Mark Strasser, \textit{When Is a Parent Not a Parent? On DOMA, Civil Unions, and Presumptions of Parenthood}, 23 CARDOZO L. REV. 299, 305–06 (2001); see, e.g., ALA. CONST. art. I, § 36.03 (“Marriage is inherently a unique relationship between a man and a woman.”); ALASKA CONST. art. I, § 25 (“[A] marriage may exist only between one man and one woman.”); ARIZ. CONST. art. XXX, § 1 (“Only a union of one man and one woman shall be valid or recognized as a marriage.”); ARK. CONST. amend. LXXIII, § 1 (“Marriage consists only of the union of one man and one woman.”); CAL. CONST. art. I, § 7.5 (“Only marriage between a man and a woman is valid or recognized.”); COLO. CONST. art. II, § 31 (“Only a union of one man and one woman shall be valid or recognized as a marriage.”); FLA. CONST. art. I, § 27 (“[M]arriage is the legal union of only one man and one woman.”); GA. CONST. art. I, § 4, ¶ 1 (“This state shall recognize marriage only the union of man and woman.”); HAW. CONST. art. I, § 23 (“The legislature shall have the power to reserve marriage to opposite-sex couples.”); IDAHO CONST. art. III, § 28 (“A marriage between a man and a woman is the only domestic legal union that shall be valid or recognized.”); KAN. CONST. art. XV, § 16 (“Marriage shall be constituted by one man and one woman only.”); KY. CONST. § 23A (“Only a marriage between one man and one woman shall be valid or recognized as a marriage.”); LA. CONST. art. XII, § 15 (“Marriage . . . shall consist only of the union of one man and one woman.”); MICH. CONST. art. I, § 25 (“[T]he union of one man and one woman in marriage shall be the only agreement recognized as a marriage.”); MISS. CONST. art. XIV, § 263A (“Marriage may take place and may be valid . . . only between a man and a woman.”); MO. CONST. art. I, § 33 (“[A] marriage shall exist only between a man and a woman.”); MONT. CONST. art. XII, § 7 (“Only a marriage between one man and one woman shall be valid or recognized as a marriage.”); NEB. CONST. art. I, § 29 (“Only marriage between a man and a woman shall be valid or recognized.”); NEV. CONST. art. I, § 21 (“Only a marriage between a male and female person shall be recognized and given effect.”); N.D. CONST. art. XI, § 28 (“Marriage consists only of the legal union between a man and a woman.”); OHIO CONST. art. XV, § 11 (“Only a union between one man and one woman may be a marriage valid in or recognized.”); OKLA. CONST. art. II, § 35 (“Marriage . . . shall consist only of the union of one man and one woman.”); OR. CONST. art. XV, § 5a (“[O]nly a marriage between one man and one woman shall be valid or legally recognized.”); S.C. CONST. art. XVII, § 15 (“A marriage between one man and one woman is the only lawful domestic union.”); S.D. CONST. art. XXI, § 9 (“Only marriage between a man and a woman shall be valid or recognized.”); TENN. CONST. art. XI, § 18 (“The historical institution and legal contract solemnizing the relationship of one (1) man and one (1) woman shall be the only legally recognized marital contract.”); TEX. CONST. art. I, § 32 (“Marriage . . . shall consist only of the union of one man and one woman.”); UTAH CONST. art. I, § 29 (“Marriage consists only of the legal union between a man and a woman.”); VA. CONST. art. I, § 15-A (“[O]nly a union between one man and one woman may be a marriage valid in or recognized.”); WIS. CONST. art. XIII, § 13 (“Only a marriage between one man and one woman shall be valid or recognized as a marriage.”).
issues. In 1996, as a reaction to the Hawaiian debate and other advances made by the states, Congress passed the Defense of Marriage Act (DOMA). DOMA set forth that “the word ‘marriage’ means only a legal union between one man and one woman.” While same-sex marriage rights have not been recognized for federal purposes, in a number of instances the federal government has made great strides in support of gay rights. The Immigration Act of 1990 removed homosexuality from the list of grounds for exclusion from immigration to the United States. On October 28, 2009, President Obama signed into law the Matthew Shepard and James Byrd, Jr. Hate Crimes Prevention Act, a measure which expanded federal hate crime law to include crimes motivated by a victim’s actual or perceived sexual orientation or gender identity. Finally, Don’t Ask Don’t Tell, an official government policy banning openly homosexual citizens from serving in the military, was repealed in 2011.

In its decisions regarding gay rights, the stance of the federal judiciary also reflects inconsistencies similar to those seen among the states and in the uncertain and at times opposing positions of
the federal legislative and executive branches.22 With specific regard to DOMA, in a 2009 employment dispute resolution hearing, the Ninth Circuit found the law violative of Due Process.23 In 2010, the United States District Court for the District of Massachusetts invalidated DOMA in two cases as unconstitutional.24 A bankruptcy court in the Central District of California made a similar finding a year later.25 Yet, on September 28, 2011, the Federal District Court in the same California district summarily dismissed a bi-national same-sex couple’s equal protection challenge to DOMA in Lui v. Holder.26 Curiously, the court seemed to suggest that the question of the 1996 law’s validity “ha[d] been decided by Adams” in 1982.27 This summary judgment resolution of an equal protection challenge to DOMA is in the least worrisome. Not only does it suggest that the court did not take into account any developments in international and domestic law and policy concerning gay rights over the past thirty years, it also reminds that Adams is good law and in the case that DOMA is repealed without replacement, Adams may reenter the field as the leading authority on non-recognition of spousal status of same-sex couples under federal immigration law.28

This Note proceeds in four parts and analyzes the validity and applicability of Adams today in light of political, social, and judicial developments. Part I describes the history behind the


23 In re Levenson, 587 F.3d 925, 931 (9th Cir. 2009).

24 Massachusetts, 698 F. Supp. 2d at 253 (holding that DOMA exceeds Congress’s power under the Spending Clause and violates the Tenth Amendment); Gill, 699 F. Supp. 2d at 397 (holding DOMA unconstitutional as violative of equal protection).


federal judiciary and legislature's involvement in defining marriage, including Adams, DOMA, and the recent challenge in Lui v. Holder. Part II then catalogues thirty years of political, social, and judicial changes in the gay rights arena, which may now affect the allegations on which Adams and DOMA relied. This Note concludes that in today's political, social, and judicial climate the validity of Adam's today is seriously undermined. Part III proposes two solutions that can assist in avoiding a resurrection of Adams in later years and help bi-national same-sex couples gain the right to receive spousal status for immigration purposes in accord with current cultural developments.

I. FEDERAL MARRIAGE: THE HISTORY OF DEFINING THE TERM “MARRIAGE” FOR PURPOSES OF FEDERAL LAW

The debate about the meaning of the word “marriage” began in the decade preceding Adams.29 With a growing trend to recognize rights traditionally denied to homosexuals, courts around the United States began to see a new kind of equal protection challenge in the 1970s.30 The era of the gay liberation movement first brought same-sex marriage into the spotlight.31 As a result of increasing tolerance of the American society, two males were able to obtain a marriage license and sue for federal immigration benefits in Adams.32 The Ninth Circuit did not

2008. Part III then catalogues thirty years of political, social, and judicial changes in the gay rights arena, which may now affect the allegations on which Adams and DOMA relied. This Note concludes that in today's political, social, and judicial climate the validity of Adam's today is seriously undermined. Part III proposes two solutions that can assist in avoiding a resurrection of Adams in later years and help bi-national same-sex couples gain the right to receive spousal status for immigration purposes in accord with current cultural developments.

I. FEDERAL MARRIAGE: THE HISTORY OF DEFINING THE TERM “MARRIAGE” FOR PURPOSES OF FEDERAL LAW

The debate about the meaning of the word “marriage” began in the decade preceding Adams.29 With a growing trend to recognize rights traditionally denied to homosexuals, courts around the United States began to see a new kind of equal protection challenge in the 1970s.30 The era of the gay liberation movement first brought same-sex marriage into the spotlight.31 As a result of increasing tolerance of the American society, two males were able to obtain a marriage license and sue for federal immigration benefits in Adams.32 The Ninth Circuit did not
confer those benefits and instead made crystal clear that “marriage” under the Immigration and Nationality Act (INA) meant a union of one man and one woman.\textsuperscript{33} The common law governed this understanding until the passage of DOMA in 1996.\textsuperscript{34} DOMA brought the holding of Adams into the United States Code.\textsuperscript{35} Since then, DOMA has been the reason for denying immigration benefits to bi-national, same-sex spouses.\textsuperscript{36} This section delineates the story behind Adams, charts the reasoning of the district court and the Ninth Circuit in deciding the case, and clarifies Congress’s rationale in enacting DOMA.

A. Adams v. Howerton\textsuperscript{37}

The personal story behind the case started with what ordinarily is a happy moment—a wedding. On April 21, 1975, Sullivan, a male Australian citizen, married Adams, a male citizen of the United States.\textsuperscript{38} The couple wed in Colorado and soon after Sullivan applied for adjustment of status to permanent residence based on his classification as an immediate relative of his United States citizen husband.\textsuperscript{39} The Immigration and Naturalization Service (INS) denied immigration benefits to Sullivan because he “failed to establish that a bona fide marital relationship can exist between two faggots.”\textsuperscript{40} The couple appealed the administrative denial in court.\textsuperscript{41}


\textsuperscript{33} \textit{Adams}, 673 F.2d at 1043.

\textsuperscript{34} 1 U.S.C. § 7 (2006); 28 U.S.C. § 1738C (2006); see generally Strasser, supra note 13; see, e.g., Sullivan v. I.N.S., 772 F.2d 609, 611 (relying on Adams and affirming that the Board of Immigration Appeals did not abuse its discretion by ordering deportation of a same-sex spouse); In re Cooper, 187 A.D.2d 128, 134 (N.Y. App. Div. 2d Dep't 1993) (relying on Adams in holding that prohibiting homosexual partners from electing against decedent's will as surviving spouse did not violate the constitution).

\textsuperscript{35} 1 U.S.C. § 7 (2006) ("[T]he word 'marriage' means only a legal union between one man and one woman as husband and wife"); \textit{Adams}, 486 F. Supp. at 1122 ("[T]he term 'marriage' . . . refers to a contract and ceremony involving . . . 'a man and a woman.'").


\textsuperscript{37} \textit{Adams}, 673 F.2d 1036; \textit{Adams}, 486 F. Supp. 1119.

\textsuperscript{38} \textit{Adams}, 486 F. Supp. at 1120; Sullivan was previously married to a woman and granted Permanent Resident Status but his status was revoked as not bona fide. Titshaw, supra note 32, at 588–89.

\textsuperscript{39} \textit{Adams}, 486 F. Supp. at 1120.

\textsuperscript{40} \textit{Id.} at 1121; Titshaw, supra note 32, at 588; \textit{Quotes}, A.B.A. J., Aug. 1984, at 33.

1. District Court Decision

Perplexed with a lack of definition of the word “spouse,” the court promulgated a rule for determining spousal status for immigration purposes. The court deduced that congressional intent demands that courts look to the law of the place where the marriage was contracted, unless “the state law (or in certain instances the foreign law) is one which offends federal public policy.” In such instance, federal public policy should prevail.

In evaluating the state law element the court refused to brand the union between Adams and Sullivan a “marriage.” First, it reasoned that “marriage” as used throughout Colorado law refers to a contract and ceremony involving ‘a man and a woman.” Second, “every legal source that [the Judge] examined, starting with Black’s Law Dictionary” supported the same conclusion. Third, a number of states, namely New York, Minnesota, Kentucky, and Washington, in various cases defined marriage as a union of a man and a woman. Lastly, the court pointed out that “no court has yet recognized a union between persons of the same sex as being a legal marriage.” On these grounds, the Court concluded that Adams and Sullivan were not married under Colorado law.

Judge Hill then analyzed the federal public policy exception, particularly the “societal values which underlie the recognition of marriage and the reasons that it has been a preferred and protected legal institution.” Among the societal values crucial to reserving marriage solely for heterosexual couples, the court listed “propagation of the human race,” centuries of scriptural

42 Adams, 486 F. Supp. at 1119.
43 Id. at 1121–22.
44 Id. at 1122.
45 Id.
46 Id.
47 Id. Note that today Colorado allows civil unions for same-sex couples. Dan Frosch, Colorado Legalizes Civil Unions for Same-Sex Couples, N.Y. TIMES (Mar. 12, 2013), http://www.nytimes.com/2013/03/13/us/colorado-legalizes-civil-unions-for-same-sex-couples.html?_r=0.
48 Adams, 486 F. Supp. at 1122.
50 Baker v. Nelson, 191 N.W.2d 185, 187 (Minn. 1971) (rejecting a challenge to a statute limiting marriage to opposite sex couples).
51 Jones v. Hallahan, 501 S.W.2d 588, 590 (Ky. Ct. App. 1973) (holding that two females cannot enter into a marriage or have a marriage license issued to them).
54 Adams, 486 F. Supp. at 1123.
55 Id.
and canonical teachings, and “vehement condemnation in the scriptures of [Christianity and Judaism] of all homosexual relationships.”\textsuperscript{56} For the above reasons, even if Colorado law had recognized Adams and Sullivan’s union as a marriage, federal policy would not grant them spousal status for immigration purposes.\textsuperscript{57}

The court then rebutted any arguments that the above rule constituted a denial of the couple’s constitutional rights.\textsuperscript{58} It concluded that it served a compelling state interest and was narrowly tailored to that effect.\textsuperscript{59} As for the interest, the court pointed to “encouraging and fostering procreation . . . and providing status and stability to the environment in which children are raised.”\textsuperscript{60} The court found the restriction of marriage to heterosexual couples to be the least intrusive option narrowly tailored to achieve the above goal.\textsuperscript{61} It did so because the one alternative to this end, testing couples for sterility and questioning them regarding their desire to have children, “would themselves raise serious constitutional questions.”\textsuperscript{62} With this reasoning the court granted summary judgment for the INS.\textsuperscript{63}

\section{2. Ninth Circuit Decision\textsuperscript{64}}

Adams and Sullivan appealed to the Ninth Circuit.\textsuperscript{65} The court set out to answer the same questions as the court below.\textsuperscript{66} First, whether the term “spouse” in the Immigration and Naturalization Act is limited to heterosexual couples, and second, whether such statutory construction is constitutional.\textsuperscript{67} In determining the validity of a marriage for immigration purposes, the court presented a two-step analysis similar to that of the district court.\textsuperscript{68} To be recognized for federal immigration purposes, a marriage must be (1) “valid under state law” and (2) “qualif[y] under the [Immigration and Nationality] Act.”\textsuperscript{69}


\textsuperscript{57} Adams, 486 F. Supp. at 1123.

\textsuperscript{58} Id. at 1124.

\textsuperscript{59} Id. at 1125.

\textsuperscript{60} Id. at 1124.

\textsuperscript{61} Id. at 1125.

\textsuperscript{62} Id.

\textsuperscript{63} Id.

\textsuperscript{64} Adams v. Howerton, 673 F.2d 1036 (9th Cir. 1982).

\textsuperscript{65} Id.; see Francouer, supra note 41, at 355.

\textsuperscript{66} See Francouer, supra note 41, at 355.

\textsuperscript{67} Adams, 673 F.2d at 1038.

\textsuperscript{68} Id.

\textsuperscript{69} Id.
court refused to address the first element.\textsuperscript{70}

Instead, it set out to define the intent of Congress to determine whether the marriage qualifies under the Act.\textsuperscript{71} It concluded that it does not.\textsuperscript{72} First, the court gave deference to the Immigration and Naturalization Service,\textsuperscript{73} as the agency charged with the interpretation of the Immigration and Nationality Act, and its interpretation that homosexual marriage does not confer spousal status for immigration purposes.\textsuperscript{74} Second, as a matter of statutory construction, the court found that “unless otherwise defined, words will be interpreted as taking their ordinary, contemporary, common meaning,” which in this case favored opposite-sex couples.\textsuperscript{75} Third, because the 1965 amendment to the INA that added the word spouse also clearly expressed intent to make homosexuality a ground for inadmissibility to the United States, the court concluded that Congress did not intend to confer spousal status on same-sex marriages.\textsuperscript{76}

\textsuperscript{70} It has been argued that the court went too far in wanting to define the meaning of marriage for federal immigration purposes since it had good evidence that the first prong of the test was not met under Colorado law. See Titshaw, supra note 32, at 590. In fact, the district court even cited an opinion by the Colorado Attorney General stating that same-sex marriages were of no legal effect in Colorado. Id.

\textsuperscript{71} Adams, 673 F.2d at 1039.

\textsuperscript{72} Id. at 1040.

\textsuperscript{73} The Homeland Security Act of 2002 dismantled the Immigration and Naturalization Service. Homeland Security Act of 2002, Pub. L. No. 107-296, 116 Stat. 2135 (2002). On March 1, 2003, the U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Services (USCIS), Immigration and Customs Enforcement (ICE), and Customs and Border Protection (CBP) took over the responsibilities of the INS within the newly created Department of Homeland Security. Our History, U.S. CITIZENSHIP AND IMMIGRATION SERVICES (May 25, 2011), http://www.uscis.gov/portal/site/uscis/menuitem.eb1d4c2a3e5b9ac89243c6a7543f6d1a/?vgnextoid=e00c0b89284a3210VgnVCM100000b92ca60aRCRD&vgnextchannel=e00c0b89284a3210VgnVCM100000b92ca60aRCRD.

\textsuperscript{74} Adams, 673 F.2d at 1040.

\textsuperscript{75} Id. The court supported its point by reference to Webster’s Third New International Dictionary and Black’s Law Dictionary and their definition of marriage as between a man and a woman. Id. Similar reasoning was used in Jones v. Hallahan. 501 S.W. 2d 588, 589 (Ky. 1973) (“[Marriage] must . . . be defined according to common usage.”). Jones referred to Webster’s New International Dictionary, The Century Dictionary and Encyclopedia, and Black’s Law Dictionary. Id.

The Ninth Circuit then assessed the constitutionality of this interpretation.\textsuperscript{77} The court applied rational basis scrutiny because Congress has “almost plenary power to admit or exclude aliens.”\textsuperscript{78} It noted that irrationality lies where the interpretation is “so baseless as to be violative of due process” but that “there may be actions of the Congress with respect to aliens that are so essentially political in character as to be nonjusticiable.”\textsuperscript{79}

It first analogized the exclusion of same-sex marriages to other close family relationships that Congress did not place into the immediate relative category.\textsuperscript{80} Finally, the court reasoned that because “homosexual marriages never produce offspring, . . . they are not recognized in most, if in any, of the states, . . . [and] they violate traditional and often prevailing societal mores,” it was rational for Congress to intend to exclude them from spousal status under the INA.\textsuperscript{81} With this reasoning the court affirmed the District Court’s judgment.\textsuperscript{82}

B. The Defense of Marriage Act\textsuperscript{83}

Prior to the passage of DOMA, courts were left to their own logic in delineating the scope of the term “marriage.”\textsuperscript{84} Adams remained the leading point of reference in defining “marriage” for federal immigration purposes until 1996.\textsuperscript{85} A Congressional Report from the same year very well clarified the history in the INA under the “psychopathic personality” provision). In later years the situation improved with the INS’s “ingenious don’t ask, don’t tell policy” which stated that “[a]n alien shall not be asked any questions concerning his or her sexual preference during primary inspection.” Eskridge, supra, at 937. For those whose homosexuality was known, the INS adopted a policy of routinely granting waivers of excludability. Id. at 939. Finally, the Immigration Act of 1990 removed homosexuality as grounds for exclusion from immigration to the United States. Immigration Act of 1990, Pub. L. No. 101-649, 104 Stat 4978 (1990).

\textsuperscript{77} Adams, 673 F.2d at 1041–43.
\textsuperscript{78} Id. at 1041; \textit{see also} Galvan v. Press, 347 U.S. 522, 530 (1954) (“The power of Congress over the admission of aliens and their right to remain is necessarily very broad.”); Demore v. Kim, 538 U.S. 510, 511 (2003) (“In the exercise of its broad power over naturalization and immigration, Congress regularly makes rules that would be unacceptable if applied to citizens.”); \textit{Boutilier}, 387 U.S. at 123 (“It has long been held that the Congress has plenary power to make rules for the admission of aliens and to exclude those who possess those characteristics which Congress has forbidden.”).
\textsuperscript{79} Adams, 673 F.2d at 1041–43.
\textsuperscript{81} Adams, 673 F.2d at 1042–43.
\textsuperscript{82} Id. at 1043.
\textsuperscript{84} Titshaw, supra note 32, at 588.
\textsuperscript{85} Strasser, supra note 13, at 270.
surrounding the need for DOMA. On a political level, the law was “a response to a very particular development in the State of Hawaii.” Namely, Congress feared that Hawaii or another state would soon begin issuing marriage licenses to same-sex couples. Such occurrence would likely have had a wide impact since the word “marriage” appeared more than 800 times and the term “spouse” in over 3,100 instances within federal statutes and regulations. Yet, neither of the two words was expressly defined in federal law. In fact, the report noted that “there was never any reason [for Congress] to make explicit what has always been implicit.” The Committee compiling the report noted with certainty that none of the laws “were thought by even a single Member of Congress to refer to same-sex couples.” Armed with such strong reasoning, the bill passed Congress and in the late hours of September 21, 1996, President Clinton signed the Defense of Marriage Act into law. In the House Report on DOMA, Congress also identified four areas of governmental interest that DOMA advances.

First, the law advances the interest of “defending and nurturing the institution of traditional heterosexual marriage.” In elaborating on that goal, Congress identified the “ends of marriage.” Accordingly, society has an interest in “encouraging responsible procreation and child-rearing.” It does so through marriage—an institution that “approves and encourages sexual

---

87 Id. at 2.
88 Id. at 4–7. This fear stemmed from tension between the Hawaii Supreme Court and the state legislature. Id. The Court sought to extend marriage rights to same-sex couples under the state constitution while the legislature attempted to word and pass a constitutional amendment that would limit marriage to opposite-sex couples and withstand judicial review. Id.; Baehr v. Lewin, 852 P.2d 44, 54–55 (Haw. 1993).
90 Id. The Congressional Report notes “very limited exceptions” where federal law in some way did elaborate on the meaning of the term “spouse.” Id.; see, e.g., 29 U.S.C. § 2611(13) (1965) (defining “spouse” for the purposes of family and medical leave as “a husband or wife”). Since the terms “husband” and “wife” are used among same-sex couples, this distinction did not convey any further clarification of the term with respect to same-sex couples.
92 Id.
93 Id. at 10 n.35.
95 H.R. REP. NO. 104-664, at 12.
96 Id. at 12.
97 Id. at 13.
98 Id.
intercourse and the birth of children.” This makes marriage a means of signaling to couples that their long-term relationship is “socially important.”

Second, DOMA “defend[s] traditional notions of morality.” Specifically, the law “reflect[s] and honor[s] a collective moral judgment about human sexuality.” Congress noted that there are two components to this moral judgment—”disapproval of homosexuality” and a “conviction that heterosexuality better comports with traditional (especially Judeo-Christian) morality.” Congress found it “entirely appropriate” to make such judgment to protect “immoral” conduct from trivializing and demeaning traditional marriage.

Third, DOMA “protect[s] state sovereignty and democratic self-governance.” Mimicking the tension between the state legislature and the state judiciary in Hawaii, the House Report voices fear that judicial control over the matter of marriage diminishes democratic self-governance. The report argues that it should be the legislature that “preserve[s] the will of the people” not the courts.

Fourth, DOMA “preserve[s] scarce government resources.” Simply put, the federal government expressed a concern that the recognition of same-sex marriages would create “certain fiscal obligations” by means of having to pay federal benefits to same-sex spouses.

99 Id. at 14.
100 Id.
101 Id. at 12.
102 Id. at 15.
103 Id. at 16; see also Medina, supra note 56.
104 H.R. REP. No. 104-664, at 16. Morality arguments have often been made in older court cases with reference to homosexuality. See, e.g., Gaylord v. Tacoma Sch. Dist. No. 10, 559 P.2d 1340, 1345 (Wash. 1977) (“Homosexuality is widely condemned as immoral and was so condemned as immoral during biblical times.”); Norton v. Macy, 417 F.2d 1161, 1165 n.18 (D.C. Cir. 1974) (“Homosexual conduct is commonly considered as ‘immoral’ under the prevailing mores of our society.”). Although infrequently, such arguments are still occasionally seen in judicial opinions. See, e.g., Ex Parte H.H., 830 So. 2d 21, 28 (Ala. 2002) (Moore, J., concurring) (“The Courts of Alabama should continue to recognize that a homosexual lifestyle is ‘illegal under the laws of this state and immoral in the eyes of most of its citizens.’”).
105 H.R. REP. No. 104-664, at 12.
106 Id. at 16.
107 Id. at 17.
108 Id. at 12.
109 Id. at 18. While conservative voices think that it “would cost the government too much money if same-sex couples had access to Social Security,” there are no reliable numbers available. Repeal of DOMA Passes Senate Judiciary Committee, WASH. INDEP. (Nov. 10, 2011), http://washingtonindependent.com/115804/repeal-of-domas-passes-senate-judiciary-committee; Andrew Harmon, A Major Milestone? DOMA Repeal Advances in the Senate, ADVOCATE (Nov. 11, 2011), http://www.advocate.com/News/Daily_News/2011/11/10/Senate_Committee_to_Vote_on_DOMA_Repeal_Bill/. Note also the immeasurable
With the above justification, DOMA officially limited the reach of the term “marriage” under federal law to opposite-sex couples. Since then, in a number of instances members of Congress have attempted to repeal DOMA. Recently, the law has created a divide between the executive branch and the federal legislature. Today, the Department of Justice no longer defends DOMA in courts. While the statute remains in effect, it raises serious questions of constitutional law.

C. Lui v. Holder


113 See Delahunty, supra note 112, at 69. On February 23, 2011, in a letter to Congress, Attorney General Eric Holder wrote that “the President and I have concluded that classifications based on sexual orientation warrant heightened scrutiny and that, as applied to same-sex couples legally married under state law, Section 3 of DOMA is unconstitutional.” Id.


116 Massachusetts began issuing marriage licenses to same-sex couples on May 17, 2004, as a result of a decision by the state’s Supreme Court. Goodridge v. Dept of Pub. Health, 798 N.E.2d 941, 948 (Mass. 2003); Pam Belluck, Massachusetts Arrives at Moment for Same-Sex Marriage, N.Y. TIMES, May 17, 2004, at A16. At that time,
Citizenship and Immigration Services (USCIS) to classify Lui as an immediate relative. Following a denial of the petition and a dismissal of their appeal, the plaintiffs filed suit in the United States District Court for the Central District of California. The couple alleged discrimination in violation of the INA’s anti-discrimination provision and challenged DOMA’s definition of “marriage” on equal protection grounds. The Service responded with a partial 12(b)(6) motion seeking to dismiss the plaintiffs’ first claim. The Bipartisan Legal Advisory Group for the U.S. House of Representatives intervened and moved to dismiss the DOMA claim. The court granted both summary judgment motions. With respect to the constitutional challenge to DOMA, the court reasoned that this issue had been settled in Adams. The court found Adams binding because the definition of “marriage” in that case and in DOMA were the same. Although the plaintiff made it clear to the tribunal that much has changed since Adams was decided, the court expressly declined to critique Adams’s reasoning. It ultimately concluded that Adams resolved out-of-state residents were unable to obtain marriage licenses in the state. The Honorable Roderick L. Ireland, in Go. In Go. O., 85 N.Y.U. L. REV. 1417, 1428 (2010). A 1913 law prohibited those who could not marry in their own state to contract a marriage in Massachusetts. Id. at 1427. Following an unsuccessful legal challenge to the law in 2006, the legislature repealed the discriminatory statute in 2008. Id. at 1429; Cote-Whitacre v. Dep’t of Pub. Health, 844 N.E.2d 623, 631 (Mass. 2006); 2008 Mass. Acts ch. 216 §§ 1–2 (repealing MASS. GEN. LAWS ch. 207, §§ 11–13, 50).
“Congress’s decision to confer spouse status... only upon the parties to heterosexual marriages has a rational basis.” On that ground, the court summarily dismissed the case.

II. POLITICAL, SOCIAL, AND JUDICIAL DEVELOPMENTS OF THE PAST THIRTY YEARS UNDERMINE THE REASONING BEHIND ADAMS AND DOMA

Judge Stephen Wilson declined to address the reasoning of Adams when he justified the dismissal of Lui with the Adams precedent. However, to truly understand the validity of Adams and DOMA today, this Note evaluates each of the pillars of the Adams decision and Congress’s reasoning behind enacting DOMA in light of political, social, and judicial developments of the past thirty years.

A. Political Developments (1982–Present)

The Congressional Report attached to DOMA clearly based part of its reasoning on the fact that “same-sex marriage is allowed in no country... in the world.” The same held true in 1982 when Adams was decided. Today, same-sex marriages are legal in Argentina, Belgium, Canada, Iceland, the Netherlands, Norway, Portugal, South Africa, Spain, and Sweden. Additionally, a number of countries around the world allow civil unions and registered partnerships, a development that did not occur until 1989 when Denmark became the first country to legalize same-sex unions.

Big changes have also occurred domestically. The court in Adams justified its decision in part by the fact that in 1982 same-sex marriages were “not recognized in most, if in any, of the states.” The supporters of DOMA provided similar reasoning in noting that “[n]o State now or at any time in American history has permitted same-sex couples to enter into the institution of marriage.” Today, Connecticut, Iowa, Massachusetts,
New Hampshire,\(^{140}\) New York,\(^{141}\) Vermont,\(^{142}\) and the District of Columbia\(^{143}\) perform same-sex marriages.\(^{144}\) Maryland does not perform same-sex marriages but, as opined by the Maryland Attorney General, extends the applicability of the Full Faith and Credit Clause to marriages performed elsewhere.\(^{145}\) The first civil
union laws in the United States also did not appear until the previous decade.\footnote{146} With the addition of Hawaii and Delaware on January 1, 2012, eleven states now recognize civil unions or registered partnerships.\footnote{147} Besides same-sex marriage and civil union laws, since 1982, states have passed a number of other bills granting additional rights to homosexuals.\footnote{148} For example, as of 2012, sixteen states, the District of Columbia, and 143 cities and counties had passed positive anti-discrimination statutes that not only provide protection from discrimination based on sexual orientation but also gender identity.\footnote{149}

The federal government’s view of homosexuality has also changed in ways that were unthought-of in 1982.\footnote{150} After many decades, homosexuality was removed as a basis for exclusion from immigration in 1990.\footnote{151} Persecution on account of sexual orientation has been officially recognized as grounds for asylum in the United States since 1994.\footnote{152} The discriminatory Don’t Ask, Don’t Tell military policy was finally repealed in 2011.\footnote{153} Today, the Department of Justice no longer defends DOMA in courts because of the President’s view that the law is unconstitutional.\footnote{154}

\footnotesize


\footnotesize

146 Ann Laquer Estin, Golden Anniversary Reflections: Changes in Marriage After Fifty Years, 42 FAM. L.Q. 333, 347 (2008). Vermont was the first state to begin granting civil unions in 2000. Id.


148 Non-Discrimination Laws that include gender identity and expression, TRANSGENER L. & POLY INST. (Feb. 17, 2010), http://www.transgenderlaw.org/ndlaws/index.htm

149 Id.; see, e.g., MINN. STAT. § 363A.03(44) (2011).

150 See Brownstein, supra note 8, at 767.


154 See Delahunty, supra note 112, at 69. In the immigration context, the USCIS has also shown signs of trying to find ways to accommodate same-sex couples while
The international and domestic political changes charted above show how different the political climate is today from what it was in 1982 and 1996. For those same reasons, it is questionable why the Lue court so stringently held onto Adams—a decision from an era when same-sex marriages were merely a wish of many and the concept of civil unions was yet to materialize.

B. Social Developments (1982–Present)

The following section juxtaposes major social developments of the past three decades to the reasoning of the Adams court and that of Congress in enacting DOMA. It begins with the concept of social mores, the developments in the customary meaning of the words “marriage” and “spouse,” and ends with the meaning and importance of procreation for today’s society.

1. Social Mores

The Adams decisions, as well as Congress in passing DOMA, relied on arguments that take into account social mores. The fundamental cornerstones of that reasoning no longer hold true today. The Ninth Circuit specifically based its reasoning on the fact that same-sex marriages “violate traditional and often prevailing societal mores.” In fact, the district court in Adams was wise to point out the “vehement condemnation in the scriptures of [Christianity and Judaism] of all homosexual relationships.” Similarly, the House Committee also pointed out its “conviction that heterosexuality better comports with traditional (especially Judeo-Christian) morality.” There is little doubt that heterosexual marriages are truly more “traditional” in the sense that they have been around for centuries. Yet, what may have a long history, as does discrimination against blacks in the United States, or is sanctioned in the Bible or Torah, such as mandating levirate marriage, is not necessarily a prevailing societal more today.

Research shows that homosexuality is accepted by a majority

DOMA is being litigated in court. Julia Preston, *Confusion Over Policy on Married Gay Immigrants*, N.Y. TIMES, Mar. 30, 2011, at A14. One of the debated options was delaying decisions on immigrant visa petitions filed by same-sex spouses. *Id.*

156 Adams, 673 F.2d at 1043.
158 H.R. REP. No. 104-664, at 16; see also Medina, supra note 56, at 191.
159 See Adams, 673 F.2d at 1042–43.
of the society in the United States. In 2007, the media released a poll pointing out that “since 1977 public support for legalization of ‘homosexual relations between consenting adults’ has risen from 43% to a record-breaking 59%.” On the same note, Gallup’s opinion poll from May 2010 shows that 62% of men and 59% of women between the ages of eighteen and forty-nine call gay relations “morally acceptable.” “The number [of those] who report[] having a gay friend or close acquaintance rose from 22% in 1985 to 56% in 2000.” As to legalizing gay marriage, Gallup reports that public support “is near record highs.” As an alternative to gay marriage, the support for civil unions has also grown rapidly. Pew Research Center reported that 49% of Americans supported civil unions in 2004 and 57% in 2009.

2. Customary Meaning of the Word “Marriage”

Aside from changed societal mores, the world today also does not view the words “marriage” and “spouse” in the same way as it did a couple of decades ago. Adams’s point that the word “spouse” refers to only opposite-sex couples because of its “ordinary, contemporary, common meaning” is no longer valid on at least two grounds. First, as described above, the concept of civil unions and registered partnerships was practically unknown at the time. Accordingly, the Adams court would have been unable to extend the definition of “spouse” to any such concept.
Second, not even the sources the court relied on support the same conclusion today.\textsuperscript{171} The court referred specifically to Webster’s Dictionary and Black’s Law Dictionary.\textsuperscript{172} The House Committee on the Judiciary likewise referred to Black’s Law Dictionary in justifying DOMA in 1996.\textsuperscript{173} Webster’s Dictionary has since expressly added that marriage can mean “the state of being united to a person of the same sex.”\textsuperscript{174} Black’s Law Dictionary defines marriage as a “legal union of a couple” and does not make any distinction between same- and opposite-sex couples.\textsuperscript{175} This development strongly suggests that at least factually the reasoning of the Adams court and that of the House Committee on the Judiciary in supporting DOMA is inapplicable today.

3. Procreation

The last major social argument advanced in the reasoning of the Adams court and Congress deals with procreation.\textsuperscript{176} Both the district court and the Ninth Circuit in Adams based their decisions, at least in part, on the importance of childrearing.\textsuperscript{177} The district court pointed to a federal policy of “fostering procreation of the race . . . [and] providing status and stability to the environment in which children are raised.”\textsuperscript{178} The circuit court took issue with the fact that “homosexual marriages never produce offspring.”\textsuperscript{179} Little over a decade later, the House

\textsuperscript{171} Adams, 673 F.2d at 1040.
\textsuperscript{172} Id.
\textsuperscript{175} BLACK’S LAW DICTIONARY 532 (9th ed. 2009).
\textsuperscript{176} Adams, 673 F.2d at 1043; H.R. REP. No. 104-664, at 13. In fact, “[o]ne of the primary arguments that states (and the amicus curiae briefs filed in their support) have made in defense of withholding legal recognition from relationships between same-sex couples involves procreation.” Edward Stein, The “Accidental Procreation” Argument for Withholding Legal Recognition for Same-Sex Relationships, 84 CHI.-KENT L. REV. 403, 403 (2009). This argument needs to be distinguished from arguments hinting at today’s enormous social interests in responsible procreation” advanced by some scholars. See, e.g., Wardle, supra note 114, at 300 (emphasis added). This comment does not take on the issue of whether heterosexual parents are more responsible in bringing children into the world than homosexual couples. It is only worth noting that according to the Center for Disease Control and Prevention, even after a decline, U.S. teen births are “highest of all industrialized countries.” Teen Birth Rates Declined Again in 2009, CENTER FOR DISEASE CONTROL AND PREVENTION (July 1, 2011), http://www.cdc.gov/features/dsteenpregnancy/.
\textsuperscript{177} Adams, 673 F.2d at 1043 (noting that “homosexual marriages never produce offspring”); Adams v. Howerton 486 F. Supp. 1119, 1124 (C.D. Cal. 1980) (“[T]he main justification in this age for societal recognition and protection of the institution of marriage is procreation, perpetuation of the race.”).
\textsuperscript{178} Adams, 486 F. Supp. at 1124.
\textsuperscript{179} Adams, 673 F.2d at 1043.
Committee also noted that the institution of marriage “encourages sexual intercourse and the birth of children.”\textsuperscript{180}

The rationality of promoting human propagation and production of offspring by not recognizing same-sex marriages and not granting immigration benefits to same-sex couples is at best questionable.\textsuperscript{181} First, many heterosexual individuals who cannot have children are allowed to marry.\textsuperscript{182} Second, with technological advances, many same-sex couples produce offspring in today’s “gayby boom.”\textsuperscript{183} Third, it is doubtful that gay individuals will enter into heterosexual relationships and procreate in order to propagate the human race in the event that same-sex marriages are not recognized.\textsuperscript{184} By the same token, it is unlikely that heterosexual couples will procreate less if same-sex marriage is recognized for immigration purposes.\textsuperscript{185} As it was amply put by Daniel Foley, one of the attorneys involved in the suit against Hawaii’s same-sex ban, “[y]ou’ll have marriage, the sky won’t fall, straight people will still procreate, and the race will not become extinct.”\textsuperscript{186} Even if the Adams court or the 1996 Congress believed otherwise, such justifications appear less and less likely to pass even the rational basis test today.

Another development that undermines the above mentioned procreation argument is rising world population. In 1980, when the district court decided Adams, there were fewer than 4.5 billion people on the planet.\textsuperscript{187} By 2013, the population had increased to 7.15 billion.\textsuperscript{188}

\textsuperscript{180} H.R. REP. NO. 104-664, at 14.
\textsuperscript{181} See Stein, supra note 176, at 435.
\textsuperscript{182} In a number of jurisdictions there are special marriage laws for couples that cannot procreate. Stein, supra note 176, at 413. “Wisconsin, for example, allows first cousins to marry if the woman is over fifty-five or if either party to the marriage is sterile.” Id.
\textsuperscript{184} Joy S. Whitman, Harriet L. Glosoff, Michael M. Kocet & Vilia Tarvydas, Exploring ethical issues related to conversion or reparative therapy, AM. COUNSELING ASS’N (May 14, 2006), http://ct.counseling.org/200605/exploiting-ethical-issues-related-to-conversion-or-reparative-therapy/. The American Counseling Association does “not endorse” reparative therapy as a viable treatment option. Id. In fact, such therapy has been recognized to be potentially harmful. Id. Sandra Boodman, Vowing to Set the World Straight: Proponents of Reparative Therapy Say They Can Help Gay Patients Become Heterosexual, Experts Call That a Prescription for Harm, WASH. POST, Aug. 16, 2005, at F01. See also Gill v. Office of Personnel Management, 699 F. Supp. 2d 374, 389 (D. Mass. 2010) (“[T]his court cannot discern a means by which the federal government’s denial of benefits to same-sex spouses might encourage homosexual people to marry members of the opposite sex.”).
\textsuperscript{186} Id.

Even more worrisome is the district court’s approach. Besides procreation, the court held that not recognizing same-sex marriage for immigration purposes is not only rationally related to, but also narrowly tailored to providing status and stability to children.\footnote{Adams, 486 F. Supp. at 1123.} This “gays make bad parents” argument was prevalent primarily in the 1970s.\footnote{Stein, supra note 176, at 408. For recent court opinions that embrace the “gays make bad parents” argument, see Kerrigan v. Comm’r of Pub. Health, 957 A.2d 407, 527–28 (Conn. 2008) (Zarella, J., dissenting); Goodridge v. Dep’t of Pub. Health, 798 N.E.2d 941, 998–1003 (Mass. 2003) (Cordy, J., dissenting); Hernandez v. Robles, 855 N.E.2d 1, 7–8 (N.Y. 2006) (plurality opinion); Andersen v. King County, 138 P.3d 963, 983 (Wash. 2006) (plurality opinion). For a discussion of such arguments made in the legislative context of attempts to pass a federal constitutional amendment defining marriage as between one man and one woman, see Edward Stein, \textit{Past and Present Proposed Amendments to the United States Constitution Regarding Marriage}, 82 Wash. U. L.Q. 611, 658–60 (2004). Often, courts do not even evaluate any “conclusive evidence demonstrating why [opposite-sex parenting] is the ‘optimal setting’ for children.” Vanessa A. Lavely, \textit{The Path to Recognition of Same-Sex Marriage: Reconciling the Inconsistencies Between Marriage and Adoption Cases}, 55 UCLA L. REV. 247, 280 (2007).}
recognize that “interests of children are served equally by same-sex parents and opposite-sex parents.”\(^{198}\) Even if gays really made bad parents, to the contrary of the House Committee’s belief that “recognizing same-sex ‘marriages’ would almost certainly have implications on the ability of homosexuals to adopt children as well,” marital and adoption rights do not always come hand in hand.\(^{199}\) Already in 2006, reports showed that courts in twenty-one states and Washington, D.C. had granted adoptions to same-sex couples, while Massachusetts was the only state that allowed same-sex marriages at the time.\(^{200}\) All in all, any arguments that homosexuals make bad parents, like that of the district court in \textit{Adams}, appear vulnerable to attack by modern science. Similarly, in light of the widespread same-sex adoptions procedure, any slippery slope arguments and worries appear moot.\(^{201}\)

Thus, while heterosexual marriages may always be more traditional in the sense that they are predated by millennia of precedent, research shows that homosexual relations are no longer vehemently condemned.\(^{202}\) In fact, it appears that a majority of the American public accepts homosexuality and same-sex relationships.\(^{203}\) It may be inferred that the prevailing societal mores and traditions that \textit{Adams} and the House Committee Report refer to no longer exist. Moreover, with dictionaries no longer defining marriage as between members of the opposite sex and in light of evident questionability of the traditionally used procreation arguments, it seems wise to reevaluate the validity of the \textit{Adams} case in light of modern social developments.\(^{204}\)


The following section charts some of the major judicial changes of the past thirty years that affect \textit{Adams’s} rationale. It first reiterates the successes of recent same-sex marriage litigation and follows with the position of the Supreme Court in

201 Lively, supra note 197, at 272–73.
202 Koppelman, supra note 114, at 942–43.
204 MERRIAM-WEBSTER’S COLLEGIATE DICTIONARY 761 (11th ed. 2008); BLACK’S LAW DICTIONARY 1059 (9th ed. 2009); Varnum v. Brien, 763 N.W.2d 862, 899 (Iowa 2009); Ford-Mazzrui, supra note 10, at 315.
Lawrence v. Texas.205

Contrary to the rationale of the district court in Adams, courts today have upheld same-sex marriages.206 Starting with Baehr, a number of courts have stricken prohibition of same-sex marriages based on violations of either the federal or the state’s constitution.207 Closer to home to the Adams court, in Perry v. Schwarzenegger,208 the Northern District of California ruled that Proposition 8, an amendment to the California Constitution limiting marriage to a union of one man and one woman, violated Due Process and Equal Protection Clauses of the Fourteenth Amendment.209 In Varnum v. Brien,210 the Iowa Supreme Court found that a statute limiting marriage to a union between a man and a woman violated the state constitution.211 It is clear that the approach taken by the judicial apparatus has changed.212 If only for the above reasons, it is time for lower courts within the Ninth Circuit to reconsider Adams or at least approach the case very cautiously as precedent.

Additionally, the negative view of homosexuality previously promulgated by the Supreme Court of the United States has also changed.213 In the 1980s, in two decisions the Supreme Court made clear that it was not ready to extend positive rights to homosexuals.214 An important change occurred in 2003 with
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207 Baehr, 852 P.2d at 68; Goodridge, 798 N.E.2d at 948; Kerrigan, 957 A.2d at 415; Varnum, 763 N.W.2d at 872.
208 Perry v. Schwarzenegger, 704 F. Supp. 2d. 921 (N.D. Cal. 2010). California used to allow same-sex marriages following a 2008 California Supreme Court case but shortly after the state adopted a constitutional amendment that ended the practice. In re Marriage Cases, 183 P.3d 384, 453 (Cal. 2008).
209 Perry, 704 F. Supp. 2d at 994–98; CAL. CONST. art. I § 7.5 (“Only marriage between a man and a woman is valid or recognized in California.”).
210 Varnum, 763 N.W.2d. at 862.
211 Id. at 872.
213 Laurence H. Tribe, Lawrence v. Texas: The “Fundamental Right” That Dare Not Speak Its Name, 117 HARV. L. REV. 1893, 1901 (2004). Some have voiced the opinion that today’s Supreme Court is even ready to take on the issue of same-sex marriage and decide in its favor since it “has not always waited for the values of society to change.” See, e.g., Justin Driver, Why this Supreme Court could be the best hope for gay-marriage advocates, WASH. POST, June 25, 2011, http://www.washingt onpost.com/opinions/why-this-supreme-court-could-be-the-best-hope-for-gay-marriage-advocates/2011/06/20/AGFLn6jH_story_2.html.
214 Brockett v. Spokane Arcades, Inc., 472 U.S. 491, 504–05 (1985) (holding that only “normal sexual appetites” which appeared to exclude homosexuality, are protected by free speech); Bowers v. Hardwick, 478 U.S. 186, 189 (1986). Bowers upheld a Georgia sodomy statute which provided a punishment for the crime of sodomy of up to twenty years. Id.; Tribe, supra note 213, at 1900 n.19. The statute defined sodomy as “any sexual
Lawrence v. Texas.\textsuperscript{215} In that case the Supreme Court invalidated as unconstitutional a Texas sodomy law.\textsuperscript{216} Many called this the “most significant legal victory in the gay rights movement.”\textsuperscript{217} Soon a decade will pass since the \textit{Lawrence} decision and the Supreme Court has yet to address same-sex marriage.\textsuperscript{218} When \textit{Lawrence} was decided, Massachusetts had not even begun issuing marriage licenses to same-sex couples.\textsuperscript{219} Thus, given the evident lack of hesitation of state courts to rule in favor of same-sex marriage and in light of the increase in the Supreme Court’s acceptance of homosexuality, lower courts referring to aged precedent such as \textit{Adams} should very cautiously evaluate the reasoning of the previous decisions in light of modern developments.\textsuperscript{220}

III. LOOKING FORWARD: A DOMA-FREE WORLD

\textit{Lui’s} reliance on \textit{Adams} evidences that \textit{Adams} remains good law as precedent for not granting spousal status to bi-national, same-sex couples under U.S. immigration laws. It is so even after the passage of DOMA and despite the political, social, and judicial developments of the past three decades.\textsuperscript{221} The passage of DOMA “did not change the prior federal marriage-recognition act involving the sex organs of one person and the mouth or anus of another.” GA. CODE ANN. § 16-6-2 (1984).


\textsuperscript{216} Lawrence v. Texas, 539 U.S. 558, 579 (2003). Unlike the Georgia sodomy statute, the Texas law only applied to homosexuals and stated that a “person commits an offense if he engages in deviate sexual intercourse with another individual of the same sex.” \textit{Id.} at 563; Tex. Penal Code Ann. § 21.06(a) (2003).

\textsuperscript{217} Dean E. Murphy, \textit{Gays Celebrate, and Plan Campaign for Broader Rights}, N.Y. TIMES, June 27, 2003, at A20. While the decision did not in any way “imply recognition of same-sex marriage,” many saw the decision as paving the way to same-sex marriage. Linda Greenhouse, \textit{Supreme Court Paved Way for Marriage Ruling with Sodomy Law Decision}, N.Y. TIMES, Nov. 19, 2003, at A24. In the very least, the decision “anchored the gay-rights claim at issue in the case firmly in the tradition of human rights at the broadest level.” \textit{Id.}

\textsuperscript{218} Lawrence, 539 U.S. at 558; Chase D. Anderson, \textit{A Quest For Fair and Balanced: The Supreme Court, State Courts, and the Future of Same-Sex Marriage Review After Perry}, 60 DUKE L.J. 1413, 1415 (2011). Scholars have voiced a belief that \textit{Perry v. Schwarzenegger} has a chance of becoming the case that brings the topic of same-sex marriage to the Supreme Court. \textit{Id.} at 1416; Perry v. Schwarzenegger, 704 F. Supp. 2d. 921 (N.D. Cal. 2010).

\textsuperscript{219} Lawrence, 539 U.S. at 558; Belluck, \textit{supra} note 116.

\textsuperscript{220} Tribe, \textit{supra} note 213, at 1895.

\textsuperscript{221} Some scholarly work questioning the future role of \textit{Adams} in case DOMA is repealed or invalidated has previously been published by scholars. See, e.g., Titshaw, \textit{supra} note 32, at 546. \textit{Lui’s} resurrection of \textit{Adams} together with the recent congressional success in pushing the Respect for Marriage Act through committee only makes the issues previously addressed by scholars more pressing. \textit{Lui v. Holder}, No. 2:11-CV-01267-SVW(DJC), 2011 WL 10653943, at *3 (C.D. Cal. Sept. 28, 2011); Respect for Marriage Act, S. 398, 112th Cong. (2011).
rule.”

Today, DOMA serves as a “place-holder” and even if repealed, worries exist that same-sex couples “might not be treated as married by the federal government as to some particular program.”

With respect to immigration benefits specifically, if DOMA is simply repealed without replacement, the second prong of the Adams test—that the state marriage must qualify under the INA—might be resurrected by the courts. It is entirely possible that without more guidance from Congress, some lower courts could conclude that for the purposes of federal immigration law same-sex marriage does not confer spousal status even if DOMA is repealed. Such finding might also be more difficult to judicially challenge because only rational basis inquiry is used by the courts in evaluating laws pertaining to the entry and exit of aliens. Accordingly, it is important that the federal legislature pays good attention to any unintended consequences of a possible DOMA repeal. This section charts two specific solutions that can help ensure that bi-national, same-sex couples are granted spousal status for immigration purposes in the event DOMA is repealed.

First, Congress should not seek to repeal DOMA without replacement. Instead, it should specifically enact a statute, which states that an individual is considered married for the purposes of federal law if that individual's marriage is valid in the state or country where the marriage was entered into. This phrasing follows the example of the 2011 Respect for Marriage Act and helps alleviate worries of Adams’s resurrection after the repeal of DOMA. An even better replacement would include an amendment specific to the INA. This could include the grant of spousal status under U.S. immigration law to couples with valid civil unions and domestic partnerships.

Second, whether or not DOMA is repealed or remains on the
books, courts should approach the use of Adams as precedent very cautiously. As shown, the cultural context has vastly changed with respect to homosexuality since the 1980s and especially so in the last decade.\footnote{228} If the Ninth Circuit is confronted with Adams in the future, the tribunal should reevaluate its reasoning in light of modern developments.

**CONCLUSION**

The Lui court seemed to hang on every word of the Adams decision. Yet, it disregarded the district judge's final and most powerful words. Chief Judge Irving Hill then concluded that "[t]he time may come, far in the future, when contracts and arrangements between persons of the same sex who abide together will be recognized and enforced."\footnote{Adams v. Howerton, 486 F. Supp. 1119, 1125 (C.D. Cal. 1980).} Over thirty years have passed. The social, political, and judicial changes that this country and the world have seen make it clear that we are now far in the future. Gay marriage has been recognized by a number of states and foreign countries.\footnote{Defining Marriage: Defense of Marriage Acts and Same-Sex Marriage Laws, NAT'L CONF. OF ST. LEGISLATURES (Mar. 2013), http://www.ncsl.org/default.aspx?tabid=16430; Same-sex marriage around the world, CBC News (May 26, 2009), http://www.cbc.ca/news/world/story/2009/05/26/f-same-sex-timeline.html.} The social mores that played such an integral part of the Adams decision and DOMA's rationale are rapidly changing.\footnote{Koppelman, supra note 114, at 940.} Many courts around the country have debated the topic of same-sex marriage and ruled in favor of gay rights activists and same-sex couples.\footnote{Koppelman, supra note 114, at 940.} The Supreme Court has taken an affirmative step to support gay rights in *Lawrence v. Texas*. This is just a brief recapitulation of the changed circumstances that undermine the validity of Adams today.

It is questionable whether DOMA will be repealed, judicially invalidated, or will remain valid law. With either possibility, however, judges facing DOMA challenges should critically evaluate the precedent used to support their holdings. Specifically in the context of immigration benefits for bi-national couples, Adams might officially still be good law, yet the changed circumstances presented in this Note call for a critical review of the case by any court seeking to refer to Adams as precedent. Only by paying close attention to our constantly changing world can the judiciary truly perform its function. One day, perhaps
soon, we will live in a DOMA- and Adams-free world where justice adequately reflects changing cultural context.
Addendum

August 21, 2013

When this Note was completed in December of 2011, a DOMA-free world was merely a vision. Supported by the then-recent repeal of Don’t Ask, Don’t Tell, this vision became more realistic with the Senate Judiciary Committee’s favorable vote on the Respect for Marriage Act in November 2011. However, as argued in the preceding Note, such congressional repeal also posed a threat of bringing no change in the immigration context.

While it was the prospect of a congressional repeal that gave rise to the vision of a DOMA-free world, it was the power of the judiciary that in the end made it a reality. Less than twenty years after being signed into law, in June 2013, the United States Supreme Court ruled Section 3 of DOMA unconstitutional under the equal protection guarantee of the Fifth Amendment in United States v. Windsor. Fortunately, the Court’s milestone decision has already led to the USCIS providing the same immigration benefits to married same-sex couples as it has to couples of opposite sexes.
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